
Hi friends, when you have a moment, could I get you guys to answer a few questions about the
smotherbench? It's important to us to make sure you are satisfied. Also, we are trying to further refine
the design and make it more manufacturable, without losing anything important. When you get a
chance, care to go through this list? Anything ranked please use 1 to 10, 10 is best. Please feel free to
add comments after each.

Overall SmotherBench:

1. From 1 to 10, Sturdiness of SB? Is it strong enough? 10

2. Ease of assembly (1-10)? 10 How long does it take you, now that you've had

practice? Not sure as not taken it down yet hehe

3. Ease of disassembly (1-10)? N/A How long does it take? N/A

4. Fit and finish (1-10)? 10

5. Portability (1-10)? 8

6. Please any additional comments on SmotherBench: I felt it is a great design and does
it’s job awesomely. Can’t fault it

Seat (for Sitter):

1. The seat was made wider all around compared to the box under it so that the sitter would not
bang her legs on the corners of the box under it. Does it work that way? Or do her legs

sometimes bang into the box below? She is a short lady but fits it very comfy and
doesn’t bang her legs

2. The seat has very rounded corners so the sitter can swivel around to other positions easily. Does

it work like that? Do they need to be more rounded? Less? They are about right if more
rounded I feel the seat look would be lost somewhat.

3. Is the seat wide enough and long enough? Perfectly for her (5ft and UK size 10 hour
glass figure)

4. Does the seat feel strong enough for long term abuse (bouncing, butt drops, or a very heavy

sitter)? It feels strong but only time will tell



5. Is the seat at about the right height for long term sitting? For her small height it could
do with being 4” or so lower but for the average lady I feel it would be
perfect. That said she just puts her feet up on me.

6. Overall comfort while sitting (1-10)? 10 Can she sit for long periods without discomfort? She
happy to sit on it long as desired like sitting in a chair she says.

7. Please any additional comments on Seat:

Headclamps:

1. Do you adjust them at all? Or leave at one setting? Yes they get adjusted loose or
tight depending.

2. Is there enough range, wide to narrow? Too much? It’s just right for me enough to not
use if desired and to fully tighten me in place when needed

3. Do you ever crank them very tight? Do they feel strong enough to crank tight? Only enough
so my eyes are squashed but never super tight as my head cannot move
like this.

4. Do they feel strong enough? yes

5. Are they strong enough? yes

6. Would it matter if the crank handle was located elsewhere, such as higher off the ground and/or

at the end of the box? Not to high that it cant be down while sitting.

7. Please any additional comments on Headclamps:

Upholstery:

1. Enough cushion? Too much? It’s ideal just enough to feel comfy but not too
much its over soft.

2. Material quality--is it holding up well? So far so good

3. Easy enough to clean? Yes just wipe clean with baby wipes (well we do)

4. Please any additional comments on Upholstery:



Feet:

1. The intention of making the foot under the headbox shorter in length is so the sitter would not
bang their feet if swinging around. Is that the case? Or would it not matter if that foot was the

same length as the one at the bottom of the bench? Same size would look better as
long as it does not compromise sturdiness.

2. Are they strong enough (so far)? YES

Bench:

1. Is it comfortable enough for extended sessions (over an hour)? Yes it is when my face
can handle it.

2. Is it wide enough? Long enough? It’s ideal for my size and the position it’s
designed for.

3. Is the height from the ground about right? Bench is but seat few inchs to high for
my short partner.

4. Is the height difference between seat and bench about right? Perfect allows for her feet
to stretch out well on me.

5. Please any additional comments on bench: iv always wanted a bench that can be
adjusted for butt drop fun somehow adding this might be fun but likely
not required for its current perfect use (new project???)

Restraints:

1. Are the restraints strong enough? yes

2. Are they comfortable enough? yes

3. Please rate comfort 1-10? 10

4. Ease of getting into 1-10? 7

5. Ease of tightening straps 1-10? 7

6. Ease of releasing 1-10? 8

7. Are the wrist restraint eyelets in the right place? For me yes



8. Please any additional comments on restraints: perhaps rather than straps
wrist/anckle cuffs with clips might be an easier design. Just eye hocks
would be needed on the bench. Then they clip on.

Packaging:

1. Did it arrive undamaged? PERFECT

2. Was packaging sufficient to prevent damage if mishandled? Box had some marks but
everything was pack well it all was perfect.

Support:

1. Were setup and training videos sufficient? Ideal give me all the help I required
though most was very easy to work out just by looking at it (good design)

2. Were updates on progress sufficient? yes

Most important of all--How could the SmotherBench be better?

For me it does its job perfectly. A similar design for toilet play might be cool for
some totally water safe head area (im not really into this but reckon it would be
cool) when your head is sealed inside so it cant run out/damage things. Again
likely another project rather than an improvement.

Overall satisfaction with your SmotherBench 1-10? 10 I got what I paid for 5 star perfection.

Can we use you as a reference or can we include your comments as a review on our website?

yes

Any additional comments:

Look forward dot more fetish furniture designs

Thanks!

xxxx

www.MasterMindCrafts.com


